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C H I N E S E

M E D I C I N E

A Family Tradition

B

orn in Tianjin, China before the
Cultural Revolution, Paul Zheng
always knew that he would
work in the medicine field.
He comes from a multigenerational family of Chinese Medicine
doctors, and Paul knew by the time he
was six years old what his career path
would be.
At this young age, his father told him to
become a physician because it would be
a way of “helping more people”, as well
as continuing a family tradition.

This mantra of “helping others” has
always been the focus of Paul’s medical
practice; a practice he has been doing for
more than 40 years.
Following the Chinese value of “more
order, more value”, Paul has always had
the desire to gain more experience.
Paul’s journey into the field of Chinese
medicine began two years after high
school.
In China, every teen has to provide work
service to appreciate the value of work.

During this time, his supervisor
recognized and acknowledged his strong
work ethic, and recommended him to
attend university on a full government
issued scholarship.
This was a very unique
recommendation; Paul was only one of
two students issued this scholarship and
amongst the first group of youth to attend
university following the end of the 10 year
cultural revolution.
After completing
seven years of
medical school,
Paul was required
to provide his
services to the
government for
sponsoring his education.
Paul worked for the Sick
Kid’s hospital for two years,
and developed a specialty in
diabetes.
In 2000, a medical revolution
occurred in China.
The public hospital adopted a
business like atmosphere, and Paul
realized his own philosophy of practicing
medicine and his traditional beliefs could
not exist within this new business model
of medicine.
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serious topics like career or educational
goals, business opportunities or social
interactions in Canadian society.
Immigrants who participate have the
opportunity to practice their English or
French language skills in an informal social
environment, can connect with a senior
member within the community, have an
opportunity to broaden their social
network, and have the opportunity to
participate in a cultural exchange as well.
The senior volunteers in the SPICE
program have the opportunity to
connect with new members of their
local community, receive free cultural
competency training, expand their
leadership and communication skills, and
have the opportunity to engage in cultural
exchanges and learning.

“Love for all, hatred for none”,
is the motto that the Ahmadiyya
Muslims share in their practice of
faith.
This motto is widely displayed
within the Maryam Mosque which
opened its doors in February 2018.
The Maryam Mosque is located
on the 7th line of Oro Medonte
in the former home of the Trinity
Community Presbyterian Church.
The Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community is an international
revival movement within Islam.
Founded in 1889, it spans over 200
countries.
The Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community is the only Islamic
organization to believe that the
long-awaited Messiah has come
in the person of Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad(as)(1835-1908) of Qadian,
India. Ahmad(as) claimed to be
the metaphorical second coming
of Jesus(as) of Nazareth and the
divine guide, whose advent was
foretold by the Prophet of Islam,
Muhammad(sa). The Ahmadiyya
Muslim Community believes that
God sent Ahmad(as), like Jesus(as),
to end religious wars, condemn
bloodshed and reinstitute morality,
justice and peace.
The Ahmadiyya Muslims endorse
the separation of religion and state,
and believe in non-violence and
reject terrorism in any form.
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SPICE UP
YOUR LIFE

Initiative aims to engage immigrants to practice
language skills by being paired with a senior volunteer

T

he SPICE program, an Employment
and Social Development Canada
initiative through the New Horizons
for Seniors Grant, started to roll out
in libraries during the summer of 2018.
SPICE or Seniors Partnering with
Immigrants in Conversation Exchanges is
an initiative of the Simcoe County library
co-operative to engage immigrants in
Simcoe County to practice their English or
French language skills by being paired with
a senior volunteer.
A unique feature of this program is
the social environment in which the
participants can have their conversation
exchanges in. Pairs are encouraged to
meet over coffee, share a walk in the park
while they discuss family stories, exchange
recipes, and chat about popular culture or
common interests.
Topics of conversation can include more
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A FAMILY TRADITION … continued
from RVH, doctors, massage
therapists, physio therapists as
well as many self-referrals. The
Paul made a life changing
clinic is visited by an average
decision, and immigrated
of 3,000 patients annually. It
to Canada. He chose
brings Paul joy when a patient
Canada because of friends
says they are now pain free or
that encouraged him, and
suggested that he could teach are feeling less pain. His joy is
at the Chinese medicine school to help people for the “Human
in Scarborough. Paul arrived as Country”.
Paul likens it to the phrase
a refugee, and began his new
“Don’t ask what the country
medical career in Canada. He
met his wife, Jennifer, at the new can do for you but what you
can do for the country” by John
school.
F. Kennedy. This
Paul went on
to work as a
Herbal medicine has was a philosophy
Paul learned from
Chinese herbalist
bigger and deeper
a young age, and
in Richmond Hill
meaning than just
but found himself medicine. It is about one he continues
looking for a
following tradition. to live by today.
The family
quieter pace of
tradition of
life.
pursuing a career in Chinese
In 2002, he obtained his
medicine continues. Paul’s
holistic license, which enabled
step-daughter will join
him to operate his own clinic.
acupuncture training at
In 2004 Paul and Jennifer
Georgian College this fall, with
moved to Oro Medonte and
the goal of working alongside
opened their own Chinese
Paul in the future.
medicine clinic in the Kozlov
Centre in Barrie.
Herbal medicine is part of the
Paul and his wife operated
Chinese culture. It has bigger
the clinic in the Kozlov Mall
and deeper meaning than just
until 2014, and later moved
medicine. It is about following
the Chinese medicine and
tradition. It is important to
acupuncture clinic to their
learn the meaning behind
home office in Shanty Bay.
acupuncture. It is not about
Today, the clinic is very busy, treating the symptoms but the
and patients and practitioners origin of the root cause.
comment on the positive
Paul believes “our life is
“energy” of the home office.
limited. Don’t let it be a burden
Paul and Jennifer receive
for your family; country or
an abundance of referrals
society.”
Continued from Page 1

SPICE … continued
Continued from Page 2

her language skills. The
pairing process is aided by
Who can participate? questionnaires that assess
Interested senior
individual interests and
volunteers must be age
gender preference. The pair
55 or older to participate.
meets for a minimum of
They require proficiency
one hour per week, and can
in English or French, an
discuss any topic.
appreciation for diversity,
Each week the senior
as well as patience. Senior volunteer and the language
volunteers must participate learner alternately choose
in cultural competency
the topic of conversation.
training, and obtain a
Topics will be emailed to
current police criminal
each other one week prior
records check.
so both parties can come
Immigrant participants
prepared with questions or
must be able to commit
points to be discussed.
to a minimum of one hour
How Can I join?
a week for conversation
Interested senior
exchanges and have a
volunteers and immigrants
desire to practice their
can contact their local
English or French language library and ask to
skills.
participate. Referrals from
How does SPICE work? settlement agencies, ESL
A senior volunteer is
programs and English
paired with an immigrant
conversation circles are also
wishing to improve his/
welcomed.

immigration.simcoe.ca
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A PLACE FOR ALL … continued
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invite the local community to
celebrate Canada day with
The word Islam means
them. At this event, Federal,
peace and this is evident by
Provincial and Municipal
their faith commitment to
politicians along with about
serving their local community.
200 community members
Contributing to the
were in attendance to join in
community is a key foundation
the festivities which included
of the Ahmadiyya Muslims’
the raising of a Canadian flag,
The Maryam Mosque invites people of all faiths to use
faith. The AMJ’s as they are
a ceremonial cake cutting of
their building as a place to offer their prayers.
commonly called, believe in
a Canadian flag cake, and
were
addressed
and
Islam
their
local
community
is
evident
two pillars of faith. The first is
refreshments. This event was
removed. During Ramadan,
by the numerous events
the belief that they must fulfill
a way to share “the love of the
the
Maryam
Mosque
also
they
host
that
are
open
to
all
their rights to God and the
nation” with local residents
held a food drive for the Barrie and demonstrate the “love
second is the need to fulfill their members of Simcoe County.
Recently, during the month of food bank. For those Muslims of the nation” is part of the
rights to mankind.
who were unable to fast (there Ahmadiyya faith.
Ramadan, the mosque held
This commitment to
are very specific rules in the
a
series
of
Iftar
dinners
called
contributing and creating
Sharing the Ahmadiyya
Muslim faith as to who can
“Fast with a Muslim Friend”.
an inclusive community is
faith and creating an inclusive
fast), they were encouraged
These four events, allowed
very evident at the Maryam
community for all are essential
Mosque. People of all faiths are local community members to to contribute to the food drive. to the Maryam Mosque
experience how to start, keep The philosophy behind this is to Muslims in Oro Medonte.
invited to use the mosque as
and break a fast, and learned feed a hungry family and that
a place to offer their prayers.
The next time you are driving
is
one’
s
way
of
contributing
why
fasting
during
Ramadan
As well, the mosque offers
by the Maryam Mosque on
to fulfilling their right to God
is a core principle of Islam. At
a free meeting space to any
Line 7 in Oro Medonte, stop in
which
is
the
premise
of
“the
the
conclusion
of
the
evening
community organization
to say hello and experience
looking for a place to convene. an Iftar dinner was shared by fast."
for yourself the sense of
More
recently,
the
Maryam
all,
as
well
as
the
hope
that
The Maryam mosque’s
community offered by the
dedication to being involved in any misconceptions regarding Mosque opened its doors to
Ahmadiyya Muslims.

NOVEMBER AT A GLANCE
Diwali (Festival of Lights) – Hindu the Hindu festival of lights is celebrated
November 6 in 2018, in the northern
hemisphere (spring in southern hemisphere). One of the most popular festivals of Hinduism, it spiritually signifies
the victory of light over darkness, good
over evil, knowledge over ignorance,
and hope over despair.

www.multiculturalcalendar.com

Mawlid Al-Nabi – Islam - (Sunni) “Birth
of the Prophet” - the observance of the
birthday of the Islamic prophet Muhammad, which is celebrated in Rabi’
al-awwal, the third month in the Islamic
calendar. The term Mawlid is also used
in some parts of the world, such as
Egypt, as a generic term for the birthday
celebrations of other historical figures.

St. Andrew’s Day - Scotland - the
feast day of Saint Andrew is celebrated
on November 30. Saint Andrew is the
patron saint of Cyprus, Scotland, Greece,
Romania, Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria, the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople, San Andres Island, Colombia, Saint
Andrew, Barbados and Tenerife.

Download a digital copy of this newsletter from the Local Immigration Partnership website.
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